Introduction {#s1}
============

Childhood maltreatment is, unfortunately, common in the UK, with 22% of 11--17 year olds reporting physical, emotional, sexual abuse or neglect by a caregiver in their lifetime (Radford et al., [@B65]). Childhood maltreatment is a severe stressor that produces a cascade of physiological, neurochemical and hormonal changes, which can lead to enduring alterations in brain structure, function and connectivity (Teicher et al., [@B84]) and is associated with many adverse cognitive consequences such as low IQ and academic performance as well as impaired attention, inhibition, emotion and reward processing (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, [@B62]). Childhood maltreatment is linked to significant volumetric differences, most consistently in lateral and ventromedial fronto-limbic areas and networks (Hart and Rubia, [@B33]; Lim et al., [@B47]), but with emerging evidence for alterations also in striatal regions, including caudate and putamen (Cohen et al., [@B15]; Dannlowski et al., [@B20]; Teicher, [@B83]; Frodl et al., [@B30]).

Cognitive control, particularly the ability to monitor one's ongoing performance and detect errors, is a key cognitive function critical to mature adaptive behavior (Nachev et al., [@B56]). Cognitive control and error monitoring deficits have been reported in maltreated (Mezzacappa et al., [@B53]; Deprince et al., [@B24]) and institutionalized children (Beckett et al., [@B4]; Pollak et al., [@B63]) and in adults who experienced childhood sexual abuse (Navalta et al., [@B57]). Substantial improvement in cognitive control and error monitoring occurs from childhood to early adulthood, and is underpinned by progressively increasing fronto-cingulo-striatal activation with increasing age during this developmental period (Rubia et al., [@B72]; Velanova et al., [@B89]; Rubia, [@B67]).

Studies of error monitoring have focused mostly on the error-related negativity, an event-related potential (ERP) component associated with error detection localized to the medial frontal/anterior cingulate/supplementary motor area (SMA; Gehring et al., [@B31]). Enhanced error-related negativity has been associated with early adversity and punitive parental behavior (Meyer et al., [@B51]) as well as hypervigilance and high sensitivity to punishment (Santesso et al., [@B74]). Furthermore, increased error-related negativity is typical for psychiatric conditions, such as anxiety and depression, which are commonly associated with childhood maltreatment (Olvet and Hajcak, [@B60]).

Very few functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies of childhood maltreatment have examined error monitoring. Previously published data with this sample by our group suggest that childhood abuse is associated with abnormally increased activation during error monitoring (unsuccessful inhibition trials in a Stop task), compared to controls, in classical dorsomedial frontal error processing regions, in particular the SMA and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; Lim et al., [@B46]). Other studies of unsuccessful inhibition in maltreated individuals demonstrate increased activation of posterior and subcortical regions, including the inferior parietal and superior occipital lobe, thalamus, insula, putamen and midbrain (Bruce et al., [@B7]; Jankowski et al., [@B41]). It is possible that increased sensitivity of error detection networks observed in maltreated individuals are due to the constant need to monitor their own actions in order to avoid painful mistakes which are often associated with harsh punishment in an abusive context.

Most fMRI studies of childhood maltreatment have concentrated exclusively on functional activation and neglected more sophisticated functional connectivity analyses. Functional communication between brain regions is vital in cognition, thus examination of altered functional connectivity in childhood maltreatment is crucial. fMRI studies of emotion processing demonstrate alterations in limbic--prefrontal connectivity strength (Fonzo et al., [@B29]; Jedd et al., [@B42]; Hart et al., [@B35]). Resting state studies report reduced functional connectivity in adults with maltreatment and early life stress histories of diffuse networks including limbic, striatal, frontal, parietal and temporal regions (Bluhm et al., [@B93]; Van der Werff et al., [@B87]). There is only one study, to our knowledge, investigating the effect of functional connectivity during response inhibition using the stop task which found that childhood maltreatment is associated with decreased connectivity between inferior frontal cortex (IFC) and ACC despite no change in activation in these regions (Elton et al., [@B27]). These preliminary findings suggest that it is crucial to better understand the effect of maltreatment on brain networks in addition to isolated regions. This is of particular relevance as childhood trauma has been shown to affect the morphometry and integrity of white matter tracts (Eluvathingal et al., [@B28]; Paul et al., [@B61]; Choi et al., [@B12]) and functional connectivity strength has been shown to correlate with structural connectivity of white matter tracts in the same regions (Damoiseaux and Greicius, [@B19]).

Although childhood maltreatment is an important risk factor for several psychiatric disorders, it does not invariably lead to dysfunction. It is recognized that genetic differences influence the likelihood that abuse exposure will result in psychopathology (Nugent et al., [@B58]) so it is important to examine if the abuse-related brain abnormalities are sensitive to gene-by-environment (GxE) interactions. Extensive research supports a role for the brain serotonin system in stress response (Holmes, [@B38]; El Hage et al., [@B26]), focusing particularly on the effects of *5-HTTLPR*, a functional polymorphism in the promoter region of the serotonin transporter gene, and the variable number tandem repeat (*VNTR*) functional polymorphism in the promoter region of the monoamine oxidase type A (*MAOA*) gene that selectively metabolizes serotonin, norepinephrine and dopamine (Shih et al., [@B75]), which are involved in multiple brain functions associated with stress regulation (Charney, [@B10]). GxE studies on early stress including childhood maltreatment show increased risk for emotional and antisocial behavioral problems in youth with the long (*L*) allele of the *5-HTTLPR* polymorphism (Olsson et al., [@B59]; Surtees et al., [@B80]; Chipman et al., [@B11]; Chorbov et al., [@B13]; Laucht et al., [@B44]) and with the low activity variant of the *MAOA-uVNTR* polymorphism (Caspi et al., [@B9]; Kim-Cohen et al., [@B43]; Cicchetti et al., [@B14]; Taylor and Kim-Cohen, [@B82]; Weder et al., [@B92]). The *MAOA-Low* allele is also associated with changes in orbitofrontal volume, amygdala and hippocampus hyperreactivity during aversive recall, and impaired cingulate activation during cognitive inhibition (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., [@B52]). The size of the current sample is very small for conducting genotype analyses, and the analyses are hence underpowered. Nevertheless, given that we test a very specific hypothesis of an association with a few *a priori* selected genotypes on specific neural networks, we considered it informative to add this explorative analysis that could be useful for future studies.

This study therefore examined the association between severe childhood maltreatment and functional connectivity of error processing networks in medication-naïve, drug-free young people using a challenging tracking stop task which ensures 50% inhibition failures and is hence optimally suited to test error detection networks. Although we found no brain function abnormalities in this group of abused adolescents relative to controls during successful stop trials, given the findings of Elton of functional connectivity deficits in adults with childhood maltreatment histories despite no differences in inhibition-related activation, we also tested connectivity deficits during inhibition. Functional connectivity of all seed regions was therefore analyzed for both error processing and inhibition. Sexual abuse was excluded due to the known differences in structural, behavioral and psychiatric consequences (Ackerman et al., [@B1]; Heim et al., [@B36]). Based on evidence of the role of fronto-cingulo-striatal regions in error monitoring (Rubia et al., [@B72]), and altered structure and function of these regions in individuals with a history of childhood maltreatment (Carrion et al., [@B8]; Dannlowski et al., [@B20]; Hart and Rubia, [@B33]; Frodl et al., [@B30]), and in particular our previous findings in this sample of increased ACC activation during error monitoring (Lim et al., [@B46]), we hypothesized that the abused group, relative to healthy controls, would have decreased functional connectivity of dorsomedial fronto-cingulo-striatal networks, particularly prefrontal cortex, ACC, caudate and putamen, during error monitoring. We also explored if these abnormalities would be moderated by *5-HTTLPR* and *MAOA* polymorphisms in this limited sample.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants {#s2-1}
------------

Fifty right-handed adolescents aged 13--20 years participated (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Twenty-three physically maltreated participants were recruited through the former London charity Kids Company, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS) and advertisements. Maltreated participants had experienced severe physical abuse prior to age 12, as defined by scores of ≥13 on the physical abuse subscale of the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ; Bernstein and Fink, [@B5]). Participants who scored ≥13 for physical abuse were interviewed using the Childhood Experience of Care and Abuse (CECA) Interview (Bifulco et al., [@B6]) to ascertain more detailed information. Information regarding maltreatment histories was corroborated (with consent) from social services. Physically abused participants frequently had also experienced concurrent emotional abuse, emotional neglect or physical neglect (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) and were assessed using the Development and Well Being Assessment (DAWBA; Goodman et al., [@B32]) with psychiatric diagnoses being assigned by an experienced child psychiatrist (KM).

###### 

Demographic characteristics of 22 young people exposed to severe childhood abuse and 27 healthy controls.

                                                 Childhood maltreatment (*N* = 22)   Healthy controls (*N* = 27)           
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------- ------- -------
  **Age (years)**                                17.2                                2.44                          17.5    1.63
  **Socioeconomic status**                       2.77                                0.69                          3.22    0.75
  **IQ**                                         91.7                                15.2                          105.4   10.1
  **Childhood trauma questionnaire**:                                                                                      
  *Physical abuse*                               21                                  4.16                          5.52    0.94
  *Emotional abuse*                              17.8                                4.21                          6.04    1.13
  *Sexual abuse*                                 5.14                                0.66                          5.11    0.42
  *Physical neglect*                             13.8                                5.23                          5.59    1.22
  *Emotional neglect*                            17.9                                4.74                          7.93    3.35
  *Total CTQ score*                              74.14                               16.72                         30.81   11.78
  **Age at onset of (physical) abuse (years)**   4.05                                2.73                                  
  **Duration of (physical) abuse (years)**       8.27                                3.12                                  
                                                 *N*                                 **%**                         *N*     **%**
  **Gender (Males)**                             15                                  68                            21      77
  **Ethnicity:**                                                                                                           
  *Caucasian*                                    10                                  45                            13      48
  *Afro-Caribbean*                               9                                   41                            12      44
  *Others (Asian/mixed)*                         3                                   14                            2       8
  **Psychiatric diagnosis:**                                                                                               
  *None*                                         3                                   14                            27      100
  *PTSD*                                         13                                  59                            −       
  *Depression*                                   6                                   27                            −       
  *Anxiety disorders*                            5                                   23                            −       
  *Social phobia*                                1                                   5                             −       
  *ADHD*                                         1                                   5                                     
  *ODD/CD/Other disruptive behaviors*            5                                   23                            −       

*CA, Childhood Abuse; HC, Healthy Controls; ADHD, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder; PTSD, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; ODD, Oppositional Defiant Disorder; CD, Conduct Disorder*.

Twenty seven healthy controls were recruited from advertisements, had experienced no maltreatment (CTQ subscale scores of ≤7 for physical abuse, ≤8 for emotional abuse, ≤6 for sexual abuse, ≤9 for emotional neglect and ≤7 for physical neglect) and had no psychiatric diagnoses (again assessed by KM using the DAWBA). The control group was matched as closely as possible to the maltreated group in ethnicity and gender.

In addition to the CTQ and DAWBA, all participants underwent the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler, [@B91]) to assess IQ. Socioeconomic status (SES) was measured by two items from the Family Affluence Scale (FAS; Currie et al., [@B17]) on housing tenure and room occupancy. A 10 panel T-cup urine test[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"} was used to test for substance abuse and participants who tested positive for any of the 10 substances were excluded from taking part. Other exclusion criteria were left-handedness, IQ \< 70, current psychoactive medication, sexual abuse (as defined by a score of ≥6 on the sexual abuse subscale of the CTQ), neurological disorder, major head injuries, drug and alcohol abuse, literacy problems, learning disability, psychotic illness, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, current suicidal behavior or general MRI contraindications. Participants received £40 to compensate for their time and travel. The National Research Ethics Service Committee London, Fulham, reviewed and approved the study (reference 11/LO/0799) and informed written consent was obtained from all participants and, if below 18 years old, informed written consent was also obtained from parents or guardians.

Genotyping {#s2-2}
----------

The *5-HTTLPR* promoter region polymorphism (44 base pair insertion/deletion) was genotyped using the methods described in an earlier study (Zoroğlu et al., [@B95]). The alleles were designated S (484 bp) and L (528 bp). The *MAOA* 30 bp-promoter *uVNTR* was genotyped using the method described in an earlier study (Deckert et al., [@B22]). The alleles of the *MAOA*-*uVNTR* were grouped into two classes (short allele: 2, 3; long allele: 3.5, 4) for the analysis based on the functional roles that enzyme expression is relatively high for the long allele (*MAOA-High*) and lower for carriers of the short allele *(MAOA-Low)*.

fMRI Paradigm: Stop Task {#s2-3}
------------------------

The rapid, mixed trial, event-related fMRI design was practiced by participants once before scanning. The visual tracking stop task requires withholding a motor response to a go stimulus when it is followed unpredictably by a stop signal (Rubia et al., [@B71], [@B72], [@B69]). The basic task is a choice reaction time task where subjects have to respond as fast as they can with their right or left index finger to go signals, which consists of left and right pointing arrows. The mean inter-stimulus interval is 1.8 s (234 go trials). In 20% of trials, pseudo-randomly interspersed, the go signals are followed (about 250 ms later) by arrows pointing upwards (stop signals), and participants have to inhibit their motor responses to these trials (60 stop trials). A tracking algorithm changes the time interval between go-signal and stop-signal onsets according to each participant's inhibitory performance. The interval increases in steps of 50 ms if the participant's percentage of inhibition is above 50%, making it more difficult to inhibit and decreases in steps of 50 ms if the participants performance is below 50%, making it easier to inhibit to the stop signals. This tracking algorithm ensures that the task is equally challenging for everyone as participants work at the edge of their own inhibitory capacity and provides 50% successful and 50% unsuccessful inhibition trials at every moment of the task (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, see Rubia et al., [@B71] for further task details). This allows us to analyze an equal number of failed and successful stop trials. In the fMRI analysis, brain activation to the failed and successful stop trials is contrasted with the implicit baseline go trials (i.e., failed stop---go trials; successful stop-go trials).

![Schematic presentation of the tracking Stop Task. Subjects have to respond to go arrows that point either right or left with a right/left button response. In 20% of trials, the go signals are followed (about 250 ms later) by stop signals and subjects had to inhibit their motor responses. \*A tracking algorithm changes the time interval between go signals and stop signals according to each subject's performance on previous trials (average percentage of inhibition over previous stop trials, recalculated after each stop trial), resulting in 50% successful and 50% unsuccessful inhibition trials.](fnhum-12-00007-g0001){#F1}

Performance Data Analysis {#s2-4}
-------------------------

Independent sample *t*-tests were used to compare the main variables of the stop task performance between the abused and the control group using SPSS 21: stop-signal reaction time, mean reaction time to go trials, post-error reaction time, omission errors and the probability of inhibition to stop trials.

fMRI Image Acquisition {#s2-5}
----------------------

Gradient-echo echoplanar MR imaging (EPI) data were acquired on a GE SIGNA HDx 3T system at the Centre for Neuroimaging Sciences, King's College London. A semi-automated quality control procedure ensured consistent image quality (Simmons et al., [@B78]). The body coil was used for RF transmission and an eight channel headcoil for reception. In each of 23 non-contiguous planes parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure, 237 interleaved T2\*-weighted MR images depicting BOLD (Blood Oxygen Level Dependent) contrast covering the whole brain were acquired with TE = 40 ms, TR = 2 s, flip angle = 75°, in-plane resolution = 3 mm, slice thickness = 5 mm (slice-skip = 0.5 mm). A high-resolution gradient EPI was also acquired in the inter-commissural plane, with TE = 30 ms, TR = 1.8 s, flip angle = 90°, 43 slices, slice thickness = 3.0 mm, slice skip = 0.3 mm, 1.875 mm in-plane voxel size (matrix size 128 × 128), providing complete brain coverage.

fMRI Data Analysis {#s2-6}
------------------

### Movement {#s2-6-1}

Head motion is a well-known confound of both resting state functional connectivity (Power et al., [@B64]; Van Dijk et al., [@B88]) and task based fMRI data (Siegel et al., [@B76]). In order to reduce the likelihood of false positives caused by head movement we therefore excluded participants with root mean square (RMS) realignment estimates exceeding 1 mm. This was calculated from realignment parameters (rotational estimates converted to translational at radius of 50 mm) as described by Siegel et al. ([@B76]) and resulted in the exclusion of one maltreated participant, leaving a final sample of 22 participants in the childhood abuse group. All healthy controls had RMS movement \<1 mm. Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) were used to test for between group differences in the extent of 3-dimensional motion as measured by values for maximum and mean displacement for x, y and z axes.

### Preprocessing {#s2-6-2}

Data were analyzed using SPM8[^2^](#fn0002){ref-type="fn"}. Images were motion corrected with all images being realigned to the first scan in the time-series and then the mean image. After realignment, images were co-registered to the high resolution EPI. All scans were normalized to standard space, using the EPI template, with the parameters derived from the high resolution EPI and applied to the functional time series. Data were spatially smoothed using a kernel of 8 mm full-width half-maximum.

### Functional Activation Analyses {#s2-6-3}

After preprocessing, data were analyzed within the framework of the general linear model. A first-level model was created for each participant, including regressors encoding unsuccessful stop and successful stop trials. Movement parameters from the realignment procedure were included in the model as regressors of no interest. For second-level (group) analyses, contrast images from the first-level analysis were used to conduct full factorial whole-brain analyses for each condition. These results are published elsewhere (Lim et al., [@B46]).

Functional Connectivity Analysis {#s2-7}
--------------------------------

To assess differences in functional connectivity between groups during error processing and motor response inhibition, a generalized psychophysiological interaction (gPPI) analysis was conducted using SPM8. Ten seed regions were selected based on information obtained from prior neuroimaging studies of error monitoring and motor response inhibition. (1) Left ACC (−6, 38, 16); (2) right ACC (6, 38, 16); (3) left caudate (−10, 18, 4); (4) right caudate (11, 17, 4); (5) left IFC (−47, 31, 13); (6) right IFC (49, 31, 13); 3); (7) left putamen (−22, 12, 1); (8) right putamen (25, 12, 0); (9) left SMA (−10, 0, 62); and (10) right SMA (6, 0, 62). These seed regions were chosen based on widespread evidence for their involvement in error processing and motor response inhibition in children and adults (Rubia et al., [@B70], [@B71], [@B68], [@B69]; Simmonds et al., [@B77]; Swick et al., [@B81]; Aron et al., [@B3]; Hart et al., [@B34]). Co-ordinates for all seed regions were selected as the centroids of the region of interest (ROI) as defined using wfupickatlas (Maldjian et al., [@B48]) and aal (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., [@B86]). For each seed region, at the individual subject level, an average time course was extracted defined as an 8 mm sphere around the abovementioned coordinates for use in the gPPI analysis.

We carried out the functional connectivity analysis using the gPPI toolbox[^3^](#fn0003){ref-type="fn"}. Compared with standard PPI implementation in SPM, gPPI allows for interaction of more than two task conditions in the same PPI model and improves model fit, specificity to true negative findings, and sensitivity to true positive findings (McLaren et al., [@B50]). Here, we investigated the gPPI (interaction effect) during our contrasts of interest unsuccessful stop vs. go (error) and successful stop vs. go (inhibition) for all 10 seed regions. Thus we extracted the mean time series for each participant from the 10 seed regions and analyzed functional connectivity differences during both error processing and response inhibition. For each participant, the gPPI analysis was performed on the first level separately for each seed region and included the categorical regressors for unsuccessful and successful stop conditions. The deconvolved time series from the seed region was extracted for each participant to create the physiological variable. The condition onset times were separately convolved with the canonical hemeodynamic response function for each condition, creating the psychological regressors. The interaction terms (PPIs) were computed by multiplying the time series from the psychological regressors with the physiological variable. To examine the effect of the interaction terms, activity within the seed region was regressed on a voxel wise basis against the interaction, with the physiological and psychological variables serving as regressors of interest. The individual gPPI contrast images were entered into separate second level analyses to compare groups. Thus, the resulting activation maps from this analysis correspond to group differences for functional connectivity between the seed region and other brain regions during: (1) error processing and (2) inhibition. Results are reported using a cluster threshold of *p* \< 0.05 family-wise error rate (FWER) corrected. Given the limited studies testing brain function differences in physically abused populations, and to control for the false positive rate (using *p* \< 0.05 FWER random field theory-corrected cluster statistics) while limiting potential type II errors, we chose an*a priori* cluster-forming threshold of *P* \< 0.001 for significant between-group differences, with an extent threshold of 10 voxels.

Finally, significant clusters were extracted for exploratory correlational analysis with the abuse measures (onset, duration, CTQ score) within the maltreated group. Preliminary analysis of GxE effect on the significant clusters was conducted using ANOVAs with group and genotype (*5-HTTLPR, MAOA)* as between-subject factors.

Results {#s3}
=======

Subject Characteristics {#s3-1}
-----------------------

Groups did not differ significantly on age (*t*~(47)~ = 0.46, *p* = 0.65), gender (*t*~(47)~ = 0.16, *p* = 0.87), ethnicity (*t*~(47)~ = 0.58, *p* = 0.58) nor SES (*t*~(47)~ = 1.24, *p* = 0.22) but differed on IQ as expected (*t*~(47)~ = 3.76, *p* \< 0.001; Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Since lower IQ is associated with childhood maltreatment (De Bellis et al., [@B21]), artificially matching groups on IQ is inappropriate as it creates unrepresentative groups; either the abused group will have higher IQs than the abused population or the control group will have IQs below normative expectations (Dennis et al., [@B23]). Also, it is misguided to control for IQ differences by covarying IQ when groups are not randomly selected and the covariate is a pre-existing group difference as ANCOVA would lead to potentially spurious results (Miller and Chapman, [@B54]; Dennis et al., [@B23]). The data are therefore presented without matching or covarying IQ. However, to explore and rule out any potential influence of IQ, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) covarying for IQ was conducted.

Although we selected participants with severe childhood physical abuse, they also experienced marked/severe childhood emotional abuse and neglect (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) which typically co-occur with physical abuse, and hence are a representative group of the abused population (Edwards et al., [@B25]; Trickett et al., [@B85]).

Task Performance {#s3-2}
----------------

Mean performance values are reported in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. As expected, the probability of inhibition was about 50% in all participants with no significant group differences, showing that the task algorithm was successful (*t*~(47)~ = 1.04; *p* = 0.31).

###### 

Stop task performance of 22 young people exposed to severe childhood abuse and 27 healthy controls.

                                     Childhood maltreatment (*N* = 22)   Healthy controls (*N* = 27)         
  ---------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------- ----- -----
  Stop signal reaction time (ms)\*   132                                 158                           117   106
  Stop signal delay                  425                                 180                           370   150
  Go signal reaction time (ms)       557                                 97                            487   87
  Post-error reaction time (ms)      576                                 129                           487   97
  Probability of inhibition (%)      52                                  7                             50    3
  Omission errors to go signals      16                                  25                            5     11

*CA, Childhood Abuse; HC, Healthy Controls. \*Calculated by subtracting the mean stop signal delay (the average time between go and stop signal, at which the participant managed to inhibit to 50% of trials) from the mean reaction time to go trial*.

Groups differed significantly on mean reaction time to go trials (*t*~(47)~ = 2.68, *p* \< 0.02) and post-error reaction time to go trials (*t*~(47)~ = 2.76, *p* \< 0.009) but not on stop-signal reaction time (*t*~(47)~ = 0.37, *p* = 0.7). Abused participants were significantly slower in their mean reaction time and post-error reaction time than healthy controls, suggesting they were slower in response to go trials and more cautious in go trials after they made a mistake (*p* \< 0.05).

Functional Brain Activation Analyses {#s3-3}
------------------------------------

### Movement {#s3-3-1}

MANOVAs showed no significant group effects in the extent of 3-dimensional motion as measured by maximum (*F*~(3,45)~ = 2.10; *p* = 0.12) and mean (*F*~(3,45)~ = 0.91; *p* = 0.346) displacement for x, y and z axes.

### Functional Activation {#s3-3-2}

Within and between group functional brain activation is reported elsewhere (Lim et al., [@B46]). The main finding was that, during unsuccessful inhibition, the childhood abuse group showed increased brain activation relative to the healthy comparison group in typical error processing regions of the dorsomedial frontal cortex, including bilateral SMA and ACC.

Functional Connectivity {#s3-4}
-----------------------

### Within Group Connectivity Maps {#s3-4-1}

Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} show within group functional connectivity maps for the different seed regions for stop errors and successful stop trials, respectively.

![Within group functional connectivity for the 10 seed regions for **(A)** Response Inhibition and **(B)** Error Processing. The threshold is *P* \< 0.05 FWE corrected. The right of the image corresponds to the right side of the brain. L, left; R, right; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; IFC, inferior frontal cortex; SMA, supplementary motor area.](fnhum-12-00007-g0002){#F2}

Between Group Functional Connectivity Differences {#s3-5}
-------------------------------------------------

A significant group effect for connectivity was revealed for the right putamen seed region with bilateral caudate, right anterior cingulate cortex and left putamen during unsuccessful stop vs. go (*F*~(1,47)~ = 19.01; *p* \< 0.001). *Post hoc* comparisons showed that, during error processing only, maltreated adolescents relative to healthy controls had reduced connectivity between right putamen and bilateral caudate, right anterior cingulate cortex and left putamen (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For the right SMA seed region, a significant group effect for functional connectivity was revealed with right middle/superior frontal gyrus (MFG/SFG), including dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DMPFC/DLPFC), and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; BA 8/9/44) for unsuccessful stop vs. go (*F*~(1,47)~ = 18.55; *p* \< 0.001). This was due to reduced connectivity for maltreated adolescents compared to controls between right SMA and right DMPFC, DLPFC and IFG during error processing (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). At the FWER corrected cluster threshold of *p* \< 0.05 no effect of group was observed for the remaining eight seed regions during unsuccessful inhibition, nor for any of the 10 seed regions during successful inhibition.

###### 

Regions demonstrating differential functional connectivity with the right putamen and supplementary motor area (SMA) seed regions during unsuccessful stop vs. go response trials for 22 young people exposed to severe childhood abuse and 27 healthy controls.

                                                                                                                                Cluster level   Peak    Voxel level          
  ------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ------- ------------- ------ --
                      **Childhood maltreatment \< healthy controls**                                                                                                         
  **Right putamen**   Right caudate and anterior cingulate cortex (BA32)                                                        171             0.015   16, 22, 20    4.55   
                      Left caudate and putamen                                                                                  211             0.012   −16, 16, −8   4.06   
  **Right SMA**       Right dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus (BA 8/9/44)   423             0.034   26, 32, 38    3.93   

*P-value is \< 0.05 FWER corrected*.

![Between group differences in functional connectivity for Maltreated \< healthy controls for **(A)** the right putamen seed region and **(B)** the right supplementary motor area (SMA) seed region for the unsuccessful stop vs. go contrast. The threshold is *P* \< 0.05 FWE corrected at the cluster level. Z-coordinates represent distance from the anterior--posterior commissure in mm. The right side of the image corresponds to the right side of the brain.](fnhum-12-00007-g0003){#F3}

Exploratory Analyses {#s3-6}
--------------------

### Correlational Analysis {#s3-6-1}

The significant clusters were extracted and correlated with abuse measures (severity/CTQ score, age of onset and duration of abuse), controlling for IQ, age and gender, within the abuse group only. Longer abuse duration was associated with reduced functional connectivity between right putamen and left caudate and putamen (*r* = 0.52, *p* \< 0.05) and between right SMA and right DMPFC (*r* = 0.46, *p* \< 0.05). No other significant correlations were found. A correlation matrix was generated to investigate relationships for the maltreated group between gPPI values and task performance, movement, IQ, age, gender and clinical symptom measures (see Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The only unexpected significant correlation was between right SMA/DMPFC connectivity and gender, with females generally having lower gPPI values and therefore being more associated with reduced functional connectivity between right SMA and right DMPFC than males. No correlations were observed between gPPI values and movement, IQ, age nor performance measures.

###### 

A correlation matrix showing Pearson correlation coefficients for the maltreated group only for generalized psychophysiological interaction (gPPI) values for left caudate and putamen connectivity (with right putamen seed), gPPI values for right DMPFC (with right SMA seed), age, IQ, gender, clinical symptom measurements, task performance measures and movement (mean displacement).

                      L Caudate/Putamen   R DMPFC   Age      IQ       Gender    Clinical   Go RT       Post error RT   Stop signal RT   Mean displacement
  ------------------- ------------------- --------- -------- -------- --------- ---------- ----------- --------------- ---------------- -------------------
  L Caudate/Putamen   1                   0.419     −0.121   0.320    −0.103    −0.223     −0.227      −0.260          0.148            −0.057
  R DMPFC             0.419               1         −0.302   0.187    0.444\*   0.419      −0.002      −0.002          0.211            0.097
  Age                 −0.121              −0.302    1        −0.271   −0.257    −0.291     −0.172      −0.182          −0.314           0.243
  IQ                  0.320               0.187     −0.271   1        −0.080    0.193      −0.167      −0.160          0.064            −0.277
  Gender              −0.103              0.444\*   −0.257   −0.080   1         0.034      0.349       0.309           0.300            −0.297
  Clinical            −0.223              0.419     −0.291   0.193    0.034     1          0.138       0.125           −0.020           −0.357
  Go RT               −0.227              −0.002    −0.172   −0.167   0.349     0.138      1           0.995\*\*       0.065            −0.166
  Post error RT       −0.260              −0.002    −0.182   −0.160   0.309     0.125      0.995\*\*   1               0.043            −0.132
  Stop signal RT      0.148               0.211     −0.314   0.064    0.300     −0.020     0.065       0.043           1                −0.223
  Mean displacement   −0.057              0.097     0.243    −0.277   −0.297    −0.357     −0.166      −0.132          −0.223           1

*\*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); \*\*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; RT, reaction time; SMA, supplementary motor area*.

### IQ ANCOVA Analysis {#s3-6-2}

Given that the maltreated group had a significantly lower mean IQ than the healthy comparison group, data were reanalyzed covarying for IQ. All main findings remained significant.

### IQ Subset Comparison {#s3-6-3}

The healthy control participants with the five highest IQ values were excluded and functional connectivity analyses were repeated. We found that the effect size for the significant connectivity abnormality finding between the right putamen seed region and bilateral caudate, right anterior cingulate cortex and left putamen for maltreated adolescents compared to healthy adolescents, was Cohen's *d* = 1.06 for the original comparison and *d* = 1.02 for the subset excluding the controls with highest IQ. To establish whether the group differences between the whole sample comparison to controls and the subset comparison to controls were significantly different, we directly compared the effect sizes of the group differences (Matthews and Altman, [@B49]) using the z-test. The difference between the two effect sizes (es) can be considered a normalized variable, where the standard error (se) of the difference is a combination of the standard errors of the two comparisons. Based upon this, the probability of a Type I error can be calculated using the formula: *p*(α) = (es~1~ − es~2~)/sqrt(se~1~^2^ + se~2~^2^). The Effect sizes did not significantly differ (*z* = 0.87; *p* = 0.38).

### GxE Analysis {#s3-6-4}

Exploratory GxE analysis was conducted on the brain regions that differed in connectivity between the abuse group and healthy controls. ANOVAs with group (maltreated vs. healthy controls) and each genotype (5-*HTTLPR LL* vs. *S* carriers; *MAOA-Low* vs.*MAOA-High*) as between-subject factors were conducted. There was a significant group-by-*MAOA* effect on connectivity between right putamen and right caudate and ACC (*F*~(1,43)~ = 4.57, *p* \< 0.05), due to a greater deficit in *MAOA-Low* individuals exposed to abuse than *MAOA-Low* healthy individuals (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). No significant group-by-5-*HTTLPR* effect was observed.

![Significant gene-by-environment (GxE) interaction effect between group (childhood abuse vs. healthy controls) and monoamine oxidase type A (MAOA) genotype (MAOA-Low vs. MAOA-High) on functional connectivity between right Putamen and right Caudate/ACC, *p* \< 0.05. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval.](fnhum-12-00007-g0004){#F4}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

To our knowledge, this is the first study examining the association between severe childhood abuse and functional connectivity of brain networks during error monitoring in medication-naïve, drug-free young people. Furthermore, it is the first study to explore GxE effects on maltreatment-related connectivity abnormalities. Behaviorally, maltreated individuals had slower go and post-error reaction times than healthy controls, but no abnormalities in the inhibition measure. Abused participants relative to healthy controls exhibited significantly reduced functional connectivity between right putamen and left putamen, bilateral caudate, and right ACC and between right SMA and IFC and DLPFC/DMPFC during error monitoring. Reduced connectivity between right putamen and left caudate and putamen and between right SMA and MFG was associated with longer abuse duration. Exploratory analyses suggest that abuse-related deficits in right hemispheric putamen-caudate-ACC connectivity may be moderated by *MAOA* genotype. No significant group differences in functional connectivity were observed during successful inhibition, suggesting that the abnormalities were specific to error processing.

ACC, SMA, DMPFC and IFG are typical regions involved in error processing and performance monitoring in healthy individuals on the same or similar fMRI stop paradigms and, whilst the basal ganglia, including putamen and caudate, are more typically involved in response inhibition, there is also evidence that they may play a role in error processing (Rubia et al., [@B71], [@B72], [@B68], [@B69]; Li et al., [@B45]; Stevens et al., [@B79]; Rubia, [@B67]; Hochman et al., [@B37]). The structure and function of the ACC and frontal cortices, including DLPFC, MFG and IFG, are consistently reported to be affected by childhood maltreatment (Hart and Rubia, [@B33]; Lim et al., [@B47], [@B46]), and there is also increasing evidence for alterations in the striatum, including the caudate and putamen (Cohen et al., [@B15]; Dannlowski et al., [@B20]; Teicher, [@B83]; Frodl et al., [@B30]).

Previous fMRI findings in this sample suggest that childhood abuse is associated with abnormally increased activation during error monitoring, in classical dorsomedial frontal error processing regions, such as the ACC and SMA (Lim et al., [@B46]). Other studies have also revealed increased activation during error monitoring in maltreated individuals in widespread regions, including the inferior parietal lobule, superior occipital lobe, thalamus, insula, putamen and midbrain (Bruce et al., [@B7]; Jankowski et al., [@B41]). Diminished functional connectivity for maltreated adolescents, relative to healthy controls, between the striatum and ACC and between SMA and IFC/DLPFC/DMPFC may contribute to the previously observed hyperactivity in error processing regions. For example, decreased fronto-cingulo-striatal connectivity could result in reduced inhibitory control of error monitoring networks, such as the ACC, resulting in increased activity of error processing regions and sensitivity to errors. We speculate that the increased sensitivity to errors as expressed in slower post-error reaction time and reduced fronto-cingulo-striatal connectivity in the abused adolescents relative to healthy controls could possibly be due to the constant need to monitor their actions to avoid potential painful mistakes. This hypothesis would be in line with evidence that environmental adversity such as punitive parental behaviors are associated with enhanced error-related negativity, which is localized to the medial frontal/ACC, in ERP studies (Gehring et al., [@B31]), and is related to hypersensitivity to punishment, hypervigilance (Santesso et al., [@B74]) and typical comorbidities of childhood maltreatment such as depression and anxiety (Olvet and Hajcak, [@B60]). Thus, we postulate that persistent harsh punishments in childhood may have sensitized the abused child to errors and led to a less communicative, poorly controlled, and therefore overactive, error-monitoring system.

The abused group demonstrated normal inhibitory capacity and normal functional connectivity for the successful stop trials, which is consistent with previous performance (Carrion et al., [@B8]) and fMRI activation findings using the same stop-signal paradigm (Elton et al., [@B27]; Lim et al., [@B46]). Studies that report impaired inhibitory activation generally used different tasks such as go/no-go (Carrion et al., [@B8]) and stop-change tasks (Mueller et al., [@B55]) and recruited youths who experienced early deprivation (Mueller et al., [@B55]), Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and childhood trauma including sexual abuse and witnessing violence (Carrion et al., [@B8]), which were not included in our study rendering the findings not directly comparable. The one study that reported reduced functional connectivity during inhibition recruited adults with a wide range of maltreatment type and severity and carried out correlational graph theory analyses, not direct group comparisons (Elton et al., [@B27]). It is therefore not appropriate to directly compare these findings and future studies are needed to further examine the integrity of inhibitory networks in youth exposed to different types of maltreatment.

The specificity of abnormality findings in both the performance and connectivity analyses is interesting. Maltreated individuals showed normal inhibitory capacity but had slowed responses to go trials as well as showing abnormally enhanced post-error slowing suggesting that they are over-worried or over-cautious about making mistakes.

The functional connectivity abnormalities between medial frontal regions such as SMA, DMPFC and ACC, and lateral prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia which form typical error monitoring networks, but the integrity of networks during successful stop trials, suggests that only error monitoring networks but not inhibitory networks are abnormal in this population. Medial prefrontal regions, in particular the DMPFC, ACC and SMA, putamen, and bilateral dorsolateral and inferior prefrontal regions form a typical error monitoring network (Rubia et al., [@B72], [@B68]; Li et al., [@B45]), while right IFC, caudate, and pre-SMA have more commonly been associated with successful inhibitory control in the same and similar tasks in children and adults (Rubia et al., [@B71], [@B72], [@B69]; Rae et al., [@B66]). While there is overlap in some regions (SMA, IFC, caudate), potentially due to the fact that failed inhibitions are attempted inhibitions that are too slow to succeed, there is evidence for differential network implications for inhibitory control and error monitoring (Hochman et al., [@B37]; Iannaccone et al., [@B40]). It thus seems that in adolescents who were subjected to physical maltreatment in childhood, specific networks involving error monitoring have maladapted, presumably due to a lifetime of harsh consequences to mistakes, while related inhibitory right IFC-caudate-pre-SMA networks are unaffected, suggesting dissociated maltreatment-related developmental abnormalities in related and partially overlapping networks.

We observed no correlations between age and functional connectivity networks in either controls nor people with maltreatment. The findings are not in line with evidence for developmental changes in functional connectivity networks with age (Rubia, [@B67]; Allard and Kensinger, [@B2]).

Only 2 of our 10 seed regions showed significant findings. This may possibly be caused by type 1 errors resulting from the use of a stringent FWER corrected cluster threshold. The fact that no connectivity differences were observed for the IFC seed region in our study compared to that of Elton et al. ([@B27]) may reflect the fact that this region is more typically associated with inhibition than error processing (Rubia et al., [@B71]; Aron et al., [@B3]) and the abused group in the current study demonstrated normal inhibitory capacity. It may also reflect differences in paradigm, age or maltreatment type as discussed above. Fronto-cingulo-striatal performance monitoring networks have been shown to still mature between childhood and adulthood (Rubia et al., [@B72]; Velanova et al., [@B89]; Stevens et al., [@B79]). This protracted development may render these networks more vulnerable to environmental stressors such as child abuse than other neural networks.

Our preliminary GxE findings in right cingulo-striatal connectivity are intriguing as they suggest that connectivity deficits in these stress-susceptible error processing brain networks were influenced by the abuse experience and possibly exacerbated in the presence of the *MAOA-Low* genotype. *MAOA-Low* carriers exposed to childhood maltreatment have been shown to demonstrate higher impulsivity (Huang et al., [@B39]) and increased risks for mood and antisocial behavioral disorders (Caspi et al., [@B9]; Viding and Frith, [@B90]; Taylor and Kim-Cohen, [@B82]; Weder et al., [@B92]) than their *MAOA-High* counterparts. The *MAOA-Low* genotype has also been related to hyper-responsivity of the brain's threat detection and emotion regulation circuits (Viding and Frith, [@B90]). The current results may extend this to error monitoring networks and the combined effect of constantly monitoring for potential threat and errors in abusive settings may contribute to the observed reduction in functional connectivity. No group-by-5-*HTTLPR* effect was observed suggesting that the specific cingulo-striatal functional connectivity deficits observed during error processing are not modulated by *5-HTTLPR* genotype.

Among the strengths of the current study is that all participants were medication-naïve, drug-free and the abuse experience was carefully assessed and corroborated by social service records. Furthermore the abuse severity in our participants was relatively high compared to previous studies. It is unclear to what extent pubertal development, malnutrition, prenatal drug exposure and presence of current life stressors may have influenced the findings. The SES measure used is limited, as it does not provide information on parents' income and education; however, youth often have difficulties in reporting this information (Currie et al., [@B18]). Although we recruited participants exposed to childhood physical abuse, it is unrealistic to separate physical abuse from typically co-occurring emotional abuse and neglect (Edwards et al., [@B25]; Trickett et al., [@B85]); hence, our abuse group had experienced emotional abuse and neglect as well. Another limitation is the inclusion of mixed genders as maltreatment may affect the genders differently (Cooke and Weathington, [@B16]). Given that several of the participants would have been in the midst of puberty, the lack of pubertal information is a limitation as pubertal development could have influenced the findings.

The sample size is very small for studying genotype effects and all genotype analyses should therefore be considered underpowered and explorative. In addition, current height and extent thresholds may not accommodate the influence of sample size nor non-gaussian distributions for auto-correlated measurements (Woo et al., [@B94]).

In summary, using medication-naïve, drug-free, carefully assessed age-matched groups of young people exposed to severe childhood maltreatment and healthy controls, we found that abused participants had reduced functional connectivity between right putamen and bilateral caudate, ACC and left putamen and between right SMA and IFC and DLPFC/DMPFC regions during unsuccessful inhibition/error monitoring, but showed no abnormal inhibitory connectivity. Furthermore connectivity deficits were associated with longer abuse duration and moderated by *MAOA* genotype. Hence, in response to an environment where errors frequently predict the occurrence of abuse, maltreated individuals may develop a reduction in communication between brain regions involved in error processing resulting in a greater sensitivity to errors. These findings represent a first step towards the delineation of neurofunctional connectivity abnormalities associated with child abuse, which hopefully may ultimately lead to the development of specific treatment strategies for victims of childhood maltreatment.
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